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Handicap Dance Saturday

Top Social Event Of The Season Features Carroll Wax, Kay Starr
Bobolock Room To Be Scene Of Gala Affair
Bids On Sale At Book Exchange

Carroll Wax at the baton, and Kay Starr’s fine singing will set the scene for the Handicapped Dance sponsored by the Book Exchange of the Los Angeles Turf Club (Santa Anita). 2000 couples from Caltech, Whittier, Pomona, and Redlands, are expected to attend the gala affair. The dance has been long planned and proved to be one of the top social events of the year. Dols are $8.00 per couple, dress is informal, and the time is 9:15.

Carroll Wax’s 26 piece band has been rapidly becoming one of the top names in the Southern California show business. He has put in very successful appearances at many of the leading college dances already this year, and captivates every speaker Kay Starr will be on hand for some very delighting包括ing her more famous numbers and an all-time favorite tune "Maid In Town."

The Bobolock room was completed last fall and features a very large dance floor surrounded by room. It is in a corner of the Turf Club, and is a lovely location.

Bids for this terrific event are also on sale at the Book Exchange, in the house, and in Throop Club. Undergraduate and graduate students are all invited. Don’t miss this year’s dance.

Interview Schedule

Dr. Wellington Koo
1:45 p.m. at the Graduate Cafeteria
Asst. Dean, ASCE, and Chairman of the Los Angeles Chapter, will talk about the ASCE activities and the Masland Lecture Series.

Carnival Dance Held In Fleming Lounge

The Fleming Carnival Dance, sponsored as an annual tradition by the student body and the Fleming Chapter of ASCE, was held in Fleming Lounge on April 15th.

Several events occurred during the evening that included the traditional carnival theme, a raffle of prize packages, and a variety of food stalls.

The evening was well attended with a good turnout of students.
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The California Tech

A Student DP At Caltech

At the last meeting of the ARCT Board of Directors, the office of the YWCA presented their idea and fine plans for sponsoring a DP student here at Caltech for the coming year as we are being done by many other colleges. The Board was very much interested in the idea, and after much discussion of the pros and cons of the matter, decided to give full support to the plan in any way that was possible.

The plan itself, as outlined by the Y, was in a very primary stage for there is still much to be ironed out. The idea, as yet, has not been discussed with the institute officials, but it is hoped that they will be in accord with the plan and will help out financially by possibly providing a scholarship of some sort to a DP who could fulfill institute requirements by presenting the proper entrance examinations.

If the Institute will go along with such an idea, it is hoped that some Pasadena organization, such as the Rotary Club, will become interested in the plan and donate the money necessary to pay for his living expenses for the year. Once the question of tuition and board and room is settled, the Y feels that there will be nothing more to be done for the greatest obstacles.

Of course, there are many problems—supplies, clothing, room, medical care, vacation accommodations, and transportation—which may take some cooperation from the students, but the greatest job the student body would have to be to help him accomplish himself to our way of student life and make his stay worthwhile. It would be very desirable to interest him in the houses and the student body activities as well as all an abundance of hospitalities. In this, the Y feels that it would only be worth while undertaking such a project if the student body were in full accord with the idea and willing to cooperate with them in making him feel at home. The Y has obtained the approval of the Board, a faculty representative group, but it hopes to obtain the approval of the student body as a whole before entering fully into such an enterprise. Therefore, the Y hopes that anyone interested in such a project will discuss the matter with them, for they are very much interested in any suggestions.

Music

MUSICAL MASTERSPIECES

KAEC 10:15 p.m.

MUSICAL MASTERPIECES

TUESDAY, APRIL 12

Program by the Pasadena Symphony Orchestra conducts by Arturo Toscanini (26). The Philharmonic Orchestra of London conducted by Malcolm Sargent (20). The BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Herbert Kegel (20). The Indiana University Symphony conducted by Carl Price, (26). The ensemble will present their idea and first plans for sponsoring a DP student here at Caltech for the coming year as we are being done by many other colleges. The Board was very much interested in the idea, and after much discussion of the pros and cons of the matter, decided to give full support to the plan in any way that was possible.

The plan itself, as outlined by the Y, was in a very primary stage for there is still much to be ironed out. The idea, as yet, has not been discussed with the institute officials, but it is hoped that they will be in accord with the plan and will help out financially by possibly providing a scholarship of some sort to a DP who could fulfill institute requirements by presenting the proper entrance examinations.

If the Institute will go along with such an idea, it is hoped that some Pasadena organization, such as the Rotary Club, will become interested in the plan and donate the money necessary to pay for his living expenses for the year. Once the question of tuition and board and room is settled, the Y feels that there will be nothing more to be done for the greatest obstacles.

Of course, there are many problems—supplies, clothing, room, medical care, vacation accommodations, and transportation—which may take some cooperation from the students, but the greatest job the student body would have to be to help him accomplish himself to our way of student life and make his stay worthwhile. It would be very desirable to interest him in the houses and the student body activities as well as all an abundance of hospitalities. In this, the Y feels that it would only be worth while undertaking such a project if the student body were in full accord with the idea and willing to cooperate with them in making him feel at home. The Y has obtained the approval of the Board, a faculty representative group, but it hopes to obtain the approval of the student body as a whole before entering fully into such an enterprise. Therefore, the Y hopes that anyone interested in such a project will discuss the matter with them, for they are very much interested in any suggestions.

The Evening Concert

KAEC 8:10 p.m.

Presented by the Southern Californian and Southern California Opera Companies

THURSDAY, APRIL 21

OVERTURE TO ROSSINI'S "HIS FAIR LADY." Symphony No. 1, Beethoven. cond. by A. Di Fava. Reader by Thomas Sumner (19).
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Engineer Nine in Easy Win Over Pomona 11-5; Tigers Next

Caltech's much improved varsity baseball team had its second straight conference game lost Saturday when it pounded out a decisive 11 to 5 win over Pomona. The Beavers got off to an early lead and the outcome was never in doubt even though a pinch hitting rally by the Engineers produced all six of their runs.

Playing Four rounds in the first inning on successive singles by Pfeiffer, Stallkamp, and Norman, a desperate help from the Pomona pitcher, and another blow by Morrison, gave Tech the commanding lead that was never relinquished. Pelletier's men continued to make the point of the wiliness of the hapless Pomona baserunner and had an eleven run lead going into the ninth inning. Stallkamp and (Continued on Page 4)

B e a v e r  S p o r t s

Poets Edge Beavers in Relay To Gain 70-61 Win

Caltech's varsity track squad lost a close meet to the Whittier Poets last Saturday in Tournament Park, 76 to 61. The competition followed the depoters predictions in that it took the final relay to decide the outcome. Bill Neunor of Whittier, who previously had won the 220 and 440 put on a tremendous finish drive to slip Brian Barnes in the anchor lap of this deciding race.

Beavers Choke

The meet featured a few surprises as key Techmen failed to come through as expected in the field events. Hal Tyson lost the shot put to Yates of the freshmen with a good throw of 40 feet, and could only take a second in the discus behind a mediocre 124 ft. 17 inches. Hurt long Martin, Wilt, who has been off his form (Continued on Page 4)

Tennis Team Topples Pomona

Stone, Poindeaster Win in Crucial Matches; Tech in League Lead

Tech's varsity netters forged the conference lead by gaining a hard-fought victory over a visiting Pomona team last Saturday on the Tournament Park courts. Pomona hadn't made the trip to Los Angeles' Lane gymnasium for several years, and Tech's tennis team has maintained its unfaded tradition, bearing of victories over each of the other five conference teams.

Singles Win

The triumph for Pomona was sparked by the close wins of Hal Stone and Ted Hoopes. In important singles matches, Hoopes, turned in by Bob Alexander and Jack Martin in tight and close finishes. In the feature singles contest, Sid Stone rallied to take the second set 21 after dropping the first, 10 to a 10 count to Pomona's Don Wesly. Thereafter, after falling behind 4 to 2 in the deciding set, Stone roared back to win the next four games and 15-14 match.

Sid Alexander completely outplayed his opponent in the second set to claim a 15, 14 decision over Larry West, while Jack Mor- ton found the going tougher as the match progressed, but finally won by the scores of 6-8, 6-4. In the closest battle of the afternoon, Jack Poindeaster pulled a stylish comeback to defeat Pomona's Tom Snyder, 6-8, 6-4, 6-4, after being on the verge of defeat with a 9-7 count against him in the final set.

Doubles

The doubles duo of Alexander and Martin, unbeaten in league competition,技术 at the hand of a Pomona team last Saturday by an impressive 6-4, 6-3 win. In the closest contested third doubles match, Poindeaster and Blaubard dropped a close decision to Scherber and Kenney only after a 10th match in the third set.

This Saturday Caltech plays host to the
ever-faltering varsity squad who will be out to avenge an earlier set defeat at the hands of the Beavers. the match is scheduled for 12:30 at Tournament Park.
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For Rhythm and Romance... Martha Jefelton in "I'll Remember April"

Yes, Martha, the so far test charged me to Camels for. I keep R.S. to date and mildness, Ill take a Camel every time.

I found the answer to cigarette mildness years ago, D.O. It's Camels! and they taste goood.

Martha Jefelton takes a sacc of legal to beung with Gin Hayes, popular Hollywood radio persona. They've even a spacc agreement on Cemals.
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For Rhythm and Romance... Martha Jefelton in "I'll Remember April"

(A CAPITOL RECORDING)

YES, MARTHA, THE SO-FAR TEST CHARGED ME TO CAMELS FOR... I KEEP R.S. TO DATE, AND MILDNESS, I'LL TAKE A CAMEL EVERY TIME!

I FOUND THE ANSWER TO CHARLIE MILDNESS YEARS AGO, D.O. IT'S CAMELS! AND THEY TASTE GoOD!

Martha Jefelton takes a sacc of legal to beung with Gin Hayes, popular Hollywood radio persona. They've even a spacc agreement on Cemals.
CAMPUS BREWSING

(Continued from Page 3)

best way to decorate life with the Swirling mirror he had been
dancing with in ten-year-old
period was to take her out to
the Altamont, discovered that this
was not aimed upon by the bastards
at the men at the dance. Her
marriage and budding romance
wove their way out of his sec-
cutory window and off into the
beaches. Incidentally, Bertie
Einstein subsequently acquires
and, will be seen in company of
dad novelist in the neighborhood
of Santa Anita Saturday night.

Point of inception of the ev-
ening was the so-called door show,
where the Manoa Unionist
Quartet again inflicted itself
on the custodians, and where Dab-
sey unveiled its newest attrac-
tion—a part of your man's art

described as Portland Creek's
and he managed to unfold the whole
picture of Pranke and John.

A dry eye in the house, to
quote a picture.

TRENDS

In the style of a true Techno,
Fred Brewer appeared to pick up
dates two hours late. When he
finally appeared at the dance, his
date didn't want to dance.

Brewer found another enter-
tainer when he finally

COURTSHIP

in Binghamton High

tances. In fact, he is probably

width learning and lower

dings, tape artist locally. In fact,

TRUTHS

worked their way out of hi

HONGROPIST

Wishbone journeyed hearth-

mountains to indulge in the

Horse racing was the so-called

winter was the so-called
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TALKIN' IT OVER

(Continued from Page 3)

The National AAU meet in 1966
It's a shame to lose so much
amount of knowledge that Doc
has acquired in the forty or so
years that he has actively taken
part in the management of track
and field.

Doc first lost his athletic interest
in Highland High School in N. Y.,
where he picked up a few cups
and ribbons in the discus and
the javelin but then realized that
he probably was the only man in Southern
Califor

iump.

iump behind Baudreaux and in a
15.3 iump to take second in the
high jump of the Fresno Relays, Southen Calif.

the Doc kinda missed the smell
behind his arch rival, the Poets'
iump. Dwight took the low
second.

POETS

and in the pole vault to finish
second last month, failed to

record any new marks—we under-

Helen needs no further comment.
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